30 Days Wild - MULTILINGUAL!
June is the month for “30 Days Wild”, an encouragement to do something linked to nature
every day. We have put together a special, multilingual 30 Days Wild Challenge. How many
can you do? If you speak a language other than English, you can use that language to
complete the daily challenges. If you don’t already speak another language, you can use a
dictionary or ask your languages teacher to help you complete the challenge. We would
love to see your efforts – email us at lostworlds@sheffield.ac.uk, or tag us on Twitter
@LostWor_l_ds.
1.

Go cloud spotting. Do you know how to say “cloud” in another
language? Write it here: _______________________________
What does the cloud look like? Can you say that in another
language? __________________________________________
___________________________________________________

2.

See if you can find a daisy. What is a daisy called in different
languages? Can you find three different translations?
1. _________________________________________
2. _________________________________________
3. _________________________________________

3.

Can you find a puddle to jump into? In English, we say that the
sound water makes when you jump into a puddle is “splash”.
What is that sound called in another language?
___________________________________________________

4.

What birds can you see? What are they called?
______________________________________________
What are they called in another language?
______________________________________________
(This is a sparrow, but you can find any bird.)
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5.

Look for shapes in nature. Try to find at least a circle, a
triangle, and a square. How do you say these in another
language?
Circle: _____________________
Triangle: ___________________
Square: ____________________ (As a bonus, find a heart!)

6.

Go for a walk, and try to spot these colours in the wild. Can
you name them in another language?
Green: ______________________
White: _____________________
Purple or pink: ___________________________________

7.

Can you find a caterpillar or a butterfly? How do you say these
in another language?
Caterpillar: _____________________________
Butterfly: _______________________________
Do you know what kind of caterpillar/butterfly it is?

8.

Try throwing a stone (pebble) so that it skips on water (watch
out for wildlife and people first!) Experiment: what makes the
best skipping stone? Can you explain it in another language?
We have a few words here to choose from if you are stuck.
Should the stone be:
Smooth or rough? ____________________
Big or small? _________________________
Flat or not flat? __________________________

9.

What wild creature would you love to see? Research their
habitat and write or say a little bit about them – in another
language, if you can!
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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10.

Go outside and be still. Close your eyes and feel the weather.
Can you tell the weather without looking? Do you know these
words in another language?
It is rainy: _________________________________
It is sunny: ________________________________
It is windy: ________________________________

11.

What is your favourite thing to do outside? Can you write
about it in another language? Why do you like it?
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

12.

Find things in nature that spell your name with their first letters
– you can use words from all languages you know! Start by
writing your name with one letter per line, and then use words
in any language to create your name from nature words. For
example, somebody called Kai might write:
K = kuş (bird in Turkish)
A = ant
I = Igel (hedgehog in German)

13.

Get outside and hop on one foot as far as you can. Count your
hops in another language. How far did you get? (If hopping on
one foot is tricky, try a different challenge, like hopping on
both feet, or throwing something and counting steps it takes
to get there.)
___________________________________________________

14.

On your next walk near water, try to find two things that float,
and two things that don’t (please don’t damage any plants or
wildlife). Experiment. Can you name the things in another
language?
1. Float: __________________________________________
2. Don’t float: _____________________________________
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15.

Do a litter pick – wear appropriate protection (gloves,
“grabber”), and/or get an adult to help you. What are the first
three items you find? Can you name them in another
language?
1. ____________________________________
2. ____________________________________
3. ____________________________________

16.

Find three flowers to smell. Do they all smell the same? Which
smell do you like best? Which of these body parts do you smell
with? Can you name them in another language?
Eyes__________________________________________
Nose__________________________________________
Mouth_________________________________________
Ears___________________________________________

17.

Go outside and look for the biggest and smallest wild creature
you can spot. Can you name them in another language?
Biggest: __________________________________________
Smallest: _________________________________________

18.

Plant something! Whether you sow wildflower seeds, plant a
bean, or watercress, or even a pip from an apple you have
eaten or an acorn you found, try to make something grow.
What did you plant? Can you say it in another language?
__________________________________________________

19.

What songs about nature (animals, plants, weather) do you
know? Do you know any in another language? Can you find
one, try to learn it, and sing it outside? What is it called? You
can record yourself, too!
________________________________________________
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20.

Look for three different types of leaves, and see if you can
count the points or ends on them (on some, it’s difficult). How
many points or ends do they have? Can you say that number
in another language?
Leaf 1: ________________________________
Leaf 2: ________________________________
Leaf 3: ________________________________

21.

Go for a walk, and try to spot these colours in the wild. Can
you name them in another language?
Yellow: ______________________
Blue: ________________________
Red: _________________________

22.

Write an acrostic poem, where each line starts with a letter of
the word “WILD” – use any language you know. If you want a
bigger challenge, use “I AM WILD” or even “THIRTY DAYS
WILD MULTILINGUAL”! Use a different sheet if you need to.
W___________________________________________
I____________________________________________
L____________________________________________
D____________________________________________

23.

Watch the night sky. Can you name what you see in more than
one language? Here are some ideas:
Moon_____________________________________
Star_______________________________________
Planet_____________________________________

24.

When you are outside, try to spot three things that are
moving in the wind. What are they? Can you name them in
another language?
1. ________________________________________
2. ________________________________________
3. ________________________________________
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25.

Have a meal outside. Can you name what you are eating (or
the ingredients) in another language?
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

26.

Take a wild photo. Find something you like in nature, and take
a photo of it. What does your photo show? Can you name it in
another language? (If you don’t have access to a camera, you
can draw a picture, instead.)
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

27.

Build some faces out of things you find in nature. Can you give
them different expressions, and translate these expressions to
different languages? Pick your own, or choose these:
Happy: ____________________________________
Sad: ______________________________________
Angry: ____________________________________

28.

What is your favourite spot in nature near where you live?
Can you draw it, and name some of the things in your picture
in another language?
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________

29.

Go outside and find at least three creatures that can fly. Can
you name them in another language?
1. ______________________________________________
2. ______________________________________________
3. ______________________________________________
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30.

Go outside and think about your 30 Days Wild (Multilingual) –
what was your favourite thing? What did you learn about
nature? What did you learn about languages?
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

Extra space for any of your answers
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